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Apr.1,2020
Application

Forms

Form 11

"Letter(s) of

Recommendation"

Submit the following two types of letters of recommendation. They

should describe the reasons why the proponent is well-suited to be

a project manager (PM) of a long-term, challenging theme, such as

the achievement of an MS goal in 2050.

It is not obligatory to submit letters of recommendation; if you are

going to, submit one letter of Item 1 and one or more letters Item 2.

If you need two sheets for this table, copy this page.

Each letter of recommendation must be one page or less on A4 size

paper.

----

Submit the letters of recommendation from persons who can

cooperate with us in an investigation. We may interview the

persons who have written the letters of recommendation and/or

contact them by telephone, via email, or other means.

If possible, submit the letter of recommendation. It should describe

the reason why the proponent is well-suited to be a project

manager (PM) of a long-term, challenging theme, such as the

achievement of an MS goal in 2050. We may interview the persons

who have written the letters of recommendation and/or contact

them by telephone, via email, or other means.

It is not obligatory to submit letters of recommendation. Also, if you

are going to, it is not obligatory to submit letters with both of the

formats- No.1 and No.2. If several letters with format No.2 are

necessary, please copy the format.

Each letter of recommendation must be one page or less on A4 size

paper.

Apr.15,2020
Application

Forms

Proposal for R&D project

(How to Complete the Form)

[Instructions for Filling In

the Proposal for Projects]

Do not change the format or style settings of the forms. (Deleted)

Apr.15,2020
Application

Forms

Proposal for R&D project

(How to Complete the Form)

[Form 9] Application Status,

Effort, and Acceptance of

Other Research Funds

Include the title of the problem, the period of implementation, the

role, and the amount of the research funds you receive, your

efforts, and the like. In addition, provide an overview of the

business other than research and efforts.

As for "Effort," describe the ratio (percent) of the time necessary

for the implementation of the applicable business to the time for

all tasks in one year (not only the time for research and

management activities but also the time for profitable business

and non-profitable activities, education, medical activities, etc.); it

should total 100 percent.

 Include the title of the project, the period of implementation, the

role, and the amount of the research funds you receive, your

efforts, and the like. In addition, provide an overview of the

business other than research and efforts.

As for "Effort," describe the ratio (percent) of the time which will

be allocated to proponent's R&D projects listed below in

tables(1)(2)(3) to the time for all tasks in one year (not only the

time for research and management activities but also the time for

profitable business and non-profitable activities, education,

medical activities, etc.); it should total 100 percent.

If the proponent is planning to be involved in the R&D project as a

performer in addition to managing the project as a PM, please also

fill in the effort allocated to the R&D as a performer.

Apr.15,2020
Application

Forms

Proposal for R&D project

(How to Complete the Form)

[Form 9] Application Status,

Effort, and Acceptance of

Other Research Funds

Apr.15,2020
Application

Forms

Proposal for R&D project

(How to Complete the Form)

[Form 9] Application Status,

Effort, and Acceptance of

Other Research Funds

*1. The direct cost

*2. You do not need to fill in this table if you have not applied to

any programs other than ours.

*1. The direct cost

*2. You do not need to fill in this table if you have not applied to

any programs other than the Moonshot Research and

Development.

*3. If the proponent is planning to be involved in the R&D project

as a performer in addition to managing the project as a PM, please

also fill in the effort allocated to the R&D as a performer.

 


